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Spraakn1aker- l 

Enrico te Lindert· , Crist-Jan Doedenst, Hugo C. van Leeuwen* 

May 22, 1989 

1 Introduction 

This document has the status of an intermediate report. lt describes the first phase of the development 
of the new text-to-speech system, which we called "Spra.akmaker". The main goal of Spra.akmaker is to 
provide an elegant and flexible architecture to integrate the various linguistic modules which are or will 
become available in the SPIN/ ASSP programme. The first phase, called Spraakmaker-1, aims to develop 
a prototype in which the heart of the system, the data structure which in imitation of Susan Hertz is 
called a 'delta' , is implemented and functioning satisfactorily. Only the second phase, Spraakmaker-2, 
aims to includt: all presently availablt: linguistic modules in an appropriate architecture. 

This document is tht: specification of Spraakmaker-1. lt consists roughly of three parts. The first 
part, section 2, describes how Spraakmaker-} presents itself to the (linguist) user . The second part, 
sections 3-6 describes the kemel of Spraakmaker as it concerns the programmer. The third part, sections 
7-13 , describes the interface to the linguistic module which will be included in Spraakmaker-1 , and thus 
concerns both tht: programmer of Spraakmaker-} and the programmers of tht: individual modules . 

The purpose of this document is to provide everyone relatt:d to SPIN/ ASSP with some insight in the 
development of Spraakmaker . On the ont: hand it serves as documentation for our current ideas and on 
the other hand we feel the need for timely feedback on these ideas. We would therefore want to invite 
everyone to read/ study the for him/ her relevant parts and provide us with that feedback. 

2 U ser manual 

2.1 lntroduction 

The project "Analyse en Synthese van Spraak" (ASSP) is a nationally co-ordinatt:d research programme, 
residing under "Stimulerings-Projectteam Informatica Onderzoek" (SPIN). 

The aims of the programmt: are: 

( 1) Integration of the existing expertise on analysis and synthesis of speech; 
(2) Acquisition of practical fundamental knowledge on a number of research issues; 
(3) Production of operational text-to-speech systems as an intermediate between research and applica

tions; 
( 4) Transfer of acquired knowledge to trade and industry. 

SPRAAKMAKER is a project which falls under category (3) . The ideas for it originated in 1988, and 
the project was launched in 1989. The aim is to develop an elegant and flexible text-to-speech system, 
comprising all the modules developed in other ASSP projects. 

The decision was made to first develop a prototypical system named Spraakmaker-1, comprising some 
of the already developed ASSP modules . This prototype can then be used as the basis for the ihtended 
system, named Spraakmaker-2. 

"lnatitute for Perception Research , PO Box 513 , 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlanda 
!Onderzoeksinstituut voor Taal en Spraak , Trans 10, 3512 JK Utrecht 
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2.2 De&cription of Spraakmaker-1 

2.2.1 Goal 

The aim of Spraakmaker-1 is to build a datastructure called delta, and to develop a basic set of functions 
which make it useful fora text-to-speech system. The main goal is to obtain an internally well-functioning 
system, which supports the integration of linguistic modules . In this phase the functionality of and the 
interaction between these linguistic modules is not of primary interest , and therefore the conversion of 
text into speech may be erroneous. Attention is focussed on Spraakmaker as a tool to integrate the 
various modules in a text-to-speech system. Once this has been accomplished satisfactorily, the linguistic 
integration of the modules can be studied and tuned so as to achieve a full text-to-speech system. 

2.2.2 Genera/ 

To reach the specified goal, four linguistic modules have been integrated in the system, viz . MORPA, 
PROS, GRAPHON, and STRESS. In order to be able to obtain speech output, part of the already 
operational Diphone Speech system (developed at the Institute for Perception Research, Eindhoven) has 
been added. A module text..scan is included to deal with text input to Spraakmaker-1. All information 
flow is via module delta . The linguistic modules interact with the delta database indirectly, thus ensuring 
that the structure of a linguistic module is not dependent on the delta structure. 

The activities of a user of Spraakmaker-1 are not restricted to ruerely providing input and seeing or 
hearing intermediate or final results . In an interactive session a user is offered a large number of facilities . 
Commands entered by a user are handled by a comruand processor. A sample work session and a list of 
all commands that can be given by a user are shown in the Appendices. 

Abstractly, Spraakmaker-1 can be pictured as follows : 

delta 

text 

-----1TEXT~CAN 

MORPA 

PROS 

user commands mam 

GRAPHON 

STRESS 

SPEECH 

The arrows represent the flow of data. 
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1.1.S Description of the module$ 

Module delta provides the structure called delta which is used for storage of data. A delta can abstractly 
be pictured as a collection of 'streams' (see file db.pl). A listing of streams which are pre-defined in 
Spraakmaker-1 can be found in Appendix B. 

Module main is actually composed of three modules: sml, cpp (command processor Prolog), and 
commands. For a description of these the reader is referred to the corresponding files . 

Module main reads in commands given by the user, and carries them out. If the command is to process 
user-provided text input and to genera te speech output, main will resp. call modules TEXT ...SCAN, 
MORPA, PROS, GRAPHON, STRESS, and SPEECH, retrieving already computed data from the delta 
database and storing new data delivered by those modules into it . If the command is to call only a 
subset of these modules, it gathers relevant data from the delta database, and passes these on to the 
corresponding modules . If the command is to show (parts of) the delta database, or to change something 
in it, then this is carried out by main . 

Text input provided by the user is first analysed by module TEXT ...SCAN. The results are stored 
into the delta. TEXT ...SCAN has been developed especially for Spraakmaker-1, a.nd is therefore rather 
ad hoc (it cannot cope with abbreviations, for instance) . The sample interactive session in Appendix A 
shows what the delta database will contain after input has been analysed by TEXT ...SCAN. A far more 
sophisticated text scanning module is envisaged for Spraakmaker-2. 

Modules MORPA, PROS, GRAPHON, and STRESS provide new data resulting from analysing (parts 
of) the data already present in the delta. MORPA is a morphological analyser, and operates on words. It 
determines morpheme boundaries, morpheme types, and word class. PROS operates on a sentence and 
decides where sentence accents and pauses will be placed. GRAPHON transcribes a word's graphemes 
to the corresponding phonemes. STRESS determines word stress. In Spraakmaker-1 stress is related to 
phonemes, as there is no module, yet, which determines a word's syllable structure. 

Module SPEECH will not provide new data - it only makes use of the data already in the delta. 
lnternally, it combines these data and determi.nes, for instance, prosodie features like pitch movement and 
segmental durations. This module will finally produce speech output. (In Spraakmaker-2, SPEECH will 
be split up into several separate modules, each extracting data from and writing data to the database.) 

Owing to the fact that MORPA, PROS, GRAPHON, STRESS, and SPEECH were developed inde
pendently, and before Spraakmaker was planned, it is not guaranteed that they can always cope with the 
input they receive from delta. However, all modules are designed in such a way that they always deliver 
aome kind of output, even if the input cannot be interpreted correctly. Thus Spraakmaker-1 can take any 
kind of input, even though it may produce linguistically incorrect results. 

Fora thorough description of MORPA, PROS, GRAPHON or STRESS, the reader is referred to the 
documentation relating to the individual ASSP projects. For more information on SPEECH, the reader 
is referred to ( van Rijnsoever, 1988). 
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APPENDIX A Sample work seuion 

$ apraakmaker 

SPRAAKMAKER-1 Version 1.0 
Copyright (C) 1989, ASSP, SPIN. All rights reserved. 

Welcome to Spraakmaker 
Type h(elp) followed by carriage return to see the menu 
> teztJcan 
ts> Dit ü een teJt. 
> Jhow 
sent 
vord:type 
graph:gra 
> toggle 

sentence 1 

lex lsllexlsl lex lsl lex lpl 
ldliltl_lilsl_lelelnl_ltlelsltl. 1 

Internal values of sync markers will be shown. 
> Jhow 
sent 
vord:type 
graph:gra 

sentence 1 
lex lsllexlsl lex !si lex lpl 

ldliltl_lilsl_lelelnl_ltlelsltl. 1 

1 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 2 
3 s 7 9 11 13 15 17 

> change graph 9 17 g,e,t,e,J,t 
> teztJcan 
> Jhow 
sent 
vord:type 
graph:gra 

sentence 1 

lex lsllexlsl lex lpl 
ldliltl_lilsl_lgleltlelsltl. 1 

1 4 6 8 18 20 22 2 
3 s 7 

> Jpeech 
You will now hear speech. 
> exit 
Exit Spraakmaker. 
$ 

9 19 21 17 

Give carriage return for repetition. 

APPENDIX B The Delta 

The following streams and attributes are pre-defined in Spraakmaker-1 : 

Stream 

sent 
i_dom 
phi_dom 
word 

morph 
graph 
phon 

Attribute 

sent 
i 
phi 
type 
class 
class_feat 
accent 
type 
gra 
pho 

Value 

sentence 
int_domain 
phi_domain 
{lexical, space, punctuation} 
{noun, vb, adj, adv, prep, conj, pron, det, ... } 
{sing, plu, ... } 
{'+'. '-'} 
{vp, wp, up, s, us, iw, uw, usf, uvlsf, ... } 
{'a', 'b', ... , 'z',' ', ',', '.', '!', '?'} 
{

11 1", "AAu, "E", "C 11
, "EE", ... } 
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: ■tres ■ {primary, ■ econdary, none} 

The value of an attribute may be 'unspecified', this means it bas not yet been initialized . 

For the user interface the names of streams and substreams may be abbreviated as follows: 

1. Streams may be abbreviated to their first letter(s) . 

2. Substreams are denoted by the stream identifier, followed by a colon or dot, followed by the name of 
an attribute. Stream and attribute identifier may again be abbreviated. If the name of an attribute 
is unique within the whole set of attributes, stream identifier and colon may be left out . 

The interpretation of abbreviated names depends on context (whether a stream or substream identifier 
is expected) . Ambiguous names MAY result in an error . 

Examples: 

lbbreviation 

:t 
ty 
w:t 
■ e 

.Be 
:at 
C 

Stream context 

ERROR 
ERROR 
ERROR 

abbreviates sent 
ERROR 
ERROR 
ERROR 

Substream context 

ambiguous ! 
ambiguous ! 

abbreviatea word:type 

" 

Il 

" ■ent:aent 

■ent:aent 

phon:atre■ s 

word:clasa 

.APPENDIX C Listing of user commands 

The commands which a user may give, and the required arguments, are shown in the left column; the 
right column contains their explanations. The list is followed by a syntax definition of the arguments. 
Arguments containing a space should be surrounded by single quotes (' .. .') . The names of commands 
may be abbreviated, even if they appear as arguments. In Appendix B is described how the identifiers of 
streams and attributes may be abbreviated. The user is advised to avoid the use of escape and control 
keys (ctrl-z, for instance, bas the inuuediate effect of -irrevocably- exiting the interactive session). 

help 
help COMMANDS 
prompt 
prompt PROMPT 
exit 

show complete menu of user commands 
■how explanation of ■pecified commands 
to obtain the default prompt 
for declaring a new prompt 
exit Spraakmaker 

Commands for execution of (part of) Spraakmaker (with 'current module' denoting the most recently 
called module): 

go 

go FILE 
next 

textscan 
textscan FILE 

read input from keyboard, and successively 
call text_scan, morpa, pros, graphon, 
stress, and speech 
as above, input from file 
call next module (in the order: text_acan, 
morpa, pros, graphon, stress, ■peech); if 
current module is speech, then speech i ■ 
called again 
scan text; input from keyboard(••) 
scan text; input from text file(••) 
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morpa call morpa (•, .. ) 
pro• call pro• (•, .. ) 
graphon call graphon (•,••) 
stress call stress (•, .. ) 
apeech call speech (•) 

• If a module is called whose turn it not yet is, processing will proceed 
by calling the modules after the current module up to and including the 
apecified module. 

•• If a module is called whose turn it already has been, processing will 1imply 
start from here again (for this purpose, previous storages into the delta 
will --- if necessary --- be undone). 

Commands for showing parts of the delta: 

ahowattributes 

ahowattributes STREAMS 
1how 

show SYNC1 SYNC2 

show STREAMS SYNC1 SYNC2 

1how SUBSTREAMS SYNC1 SYNC2 

toggle 

get STREAM LE_RI N 

Commands for altering the delta: 

show defined attributes for all streams 
left column shows 1tream1, right column 
shows attributes 
idem, but only for the specified 1tream1 
show all non-empty 1tream1 
unspecified values are represented by 
spaces, spaces by underscores, sync marks 
by bars 
idem, but between specified sync marks 
only 
idem, but only for specified 1treams between 
specified sync marks 
idem, but only for specified 1ub1tream1 
between specified sync marks 
change setting for showing sync marks 
by default, sync mark• are shown without 
their internal values 
get sync marker at the nth position from 
the sync marker at the utmost left or 
right on the screen, in the 1pecified 
1tream, and show its value 

change SUBSTREAM LE_RI SYNC V1LUE replace datum in the specified substream 
immediately to the left or right of the 
specified sync mark by new datum 

change STREAM SYNC1 SYNC2 TOKENS replace tokens in the specified stream 
between the specified sync marks by the 
given tokens 

couple SYNC1 SYNC2 make the internal values of the specified 
sync marks equal; only possible if one 
sync mark is not in the left context 

decouple SYNC STREAMS 

Syntax: 

of the other 
give the sync mark a unique identifier, 
but only in the streams specified 

COMMANDS : := COMMAND I COMMAND, COMMANDS. 
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COMMAND 
PROMPT 
FILE 
STREAMS 
STREAM 
SUBSTREAM 
.lTTRIBUTE 
SYNC 
N 
VALUES 
TOKENS 
TOKEN_V.lLUES 
LE_RI 

.. -
: := 
: := 

: := 
: := 

: := 

.. -
: := 

.. -

<any aequence of Chars>. 
<any aequence of Chara>. 
Atom. 
STREAM I STREAK, STREAMS. 
!tom. 
STREAM:ATTRIBUTE. 
Atom. 
lfatural_number. 
Natural_number. 
Constant I Constant, Constants. 
List of TOKEN_VALUES. 
List of VALUES. 
le:ft I right. 

The definitions of Char, Atom, NaturaLnumber, Constant, and List can be found in Ap
pendix D. 

Semantics: 

COMMAND 
PROMPT 

FILE 
STREAM 
SUBSTREAM 
.lTTRIBUTE 
SYNC 
lf 

VALUES 

TOKEN_VALUES 
LE_RI 

The name of a command. 
The prompt vhich noti:fiea that the command handler is vaiting 
:for input. 
The name of a file. 
The identifier of a ■tream, as defined for delta. 
The identifier of a 1ubstream, a■ defined for delta. 
The identi:fier of an attribute, as defined for delta . 
A sync mark, as defined :for delta. 
Specifies the position of a sync mark as ahovn on the screen, 
counting from the leftmoat or rightmost ■ ync mark ahovn. 
Delta entries, repreaenting the values of attributes. The 
value 'empty' or 'unspec' means that an attribute has no value. 
The values of the attributea of a token. 
Specifies the direction in which to proceed. 

APPENDIX D Definitions of Prolog terminology 

Here follows a syntax definition of some Prolog-related terminology as used in the syntax rules in the 
module descriptions. Terms in between curly brackets (" and ") are not further specified. 

LIST 
LIST EXPR 
CONSTANT 
ATOM 
QUOTED_NAME 
QUOTED_ITEMS 
QUOTED_ITEM 
CHAR 
ALPHA 
ALPHANUMERIC 
LETTER 
IUMBER 
IATURAL_NUMBER 
INTEGER 
FLOAT 
WORD 

: := 
: := 

: := 
: := 
: := 
: := 

: := 

: := 

: := 

: := 
: := 

: := 

: := 

[] 1 [LIST_EXPR]. 
ATOM I ATOM, LIST_EIPR. 
ATOM I lfUKBER. 
QUOTED_NAME I WORD I SYMBOL. 
'QUOTED_ITEKS'. 
QUOTED_ITEK I QUOTED_ITEK QUOTED_ITEMS. 
CHAR 1 " 1 ' ' 1 {apace}. 
ALPHA I SYMBOL_CHAR. 
ALPHANUMERIC I UNDERSCORE. 
LETTER I DIGIT. 
CAPITAL_LETTER I SKALL_LETTER. 
INTEGER I FLOAT. 
DIGIT I DIGIT NATURAL_lfUKBER. 
{integer} 
{float} 
SMALL_LETTER SMALL_LETTER ALPHA. 
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SYMBOL : := SYMBOL_CHAR I SYMBOL_CHAR SYMBOL. 
C.lPITAL_LETTER : := .l B C D I E F G H I J 1 K 1 L 1 M 

• 0 p Q 1 R s T u V w 1 I 1 y 1 z 
SKALL_LETTER : := a b C d 1 e f g h i j 1 k 1 1 1 m 

n 0 p q 1 r 8 t u V w 1 X 1 y 1 z 
DIGIT : := 0 1 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 
SYMBOL_CHAR : := + • / 1 \ ~ < > -

= 1 ? t $ l 
UNDERSCORE .. -

APPENDIX E References 

Hertz, S.R., Kadin , J. & Karplus, K. (1985). The Delta rule development ayatem for speech ayntheais from text. 
Proceedinga of the IEEE, 73(11), 1589-1601. 

van Leeuwen, H.C. (1988). ITNS: Voorstel Database Definitie. Internal Report, lnatitute for Perception Reeearch, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 

Lloyd, J .W. ( 1985 ). Foundation, of Logic Programming. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, West Germany. 

van Rijnsoever, P.A. (1988). From text to speech: User manual for Diphone Speech program DS. Manual no . 88. 
lnstitute for Perception Research, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
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3 Module SMl 

S.1 /ntroduction 

The main design objective is to obtain an internally well-functioning system. All modules can be viewed 
as black boxes. The way they communicate externally is minutely defined, and therefore kept very 
restricted. 

Schematically, Spraakmaker-1 can be pictured as follows : 

M2 
Ml 

sml 

cpp 

delta 

commands 

M 1: M2 imports from M 1 
M2: Ml calls M2 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

text..scan 1 TEXT_SCAN 

morpa 1 MORPA 

pros 1 PROS 

graphon 1 GRAPHON 

stress 1 STRESS 

speech 1 SPEECH 
1 

All the modules together form Spraakmaker-1. All modules that are externally made visible to a 
user of the system are described in file spraakmaker_l.doc. The internal organization of all modules is 
described below. 

Spraakmaker-1 is intended to be operating system independent. The programming language chosen 
for the system, Quintus Prolog, already supports this demand, in that it behaves similarly under the 
operating systems VMS and Unix. 

3.2 lnternal organization of Spraakmaker-1 

S.2 .1 Description of modules sml , cpp and commands 

Module sm 1 represents the high est level of the system. It takes care of initiafu:ations of modules delta 
and cpp. The user may provide an initialization file, the name of which has to start with 'init ' . If there 
is no such file, the system 's default initializations will be used . After these initiafu:ations the command 
processor , module cpp, is called. 
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Module cpp serves to parse commands given by the user . If the command is to show help information, 
to change the prompt, to declare a new comrua.nd, or to exit !rom Spraakmaker, it is dealt with by module 
cpp. Else the comma.nd is pa.ssed on to module commands. 

Module comruands is the centra! module in that it interfaces between the delta database and the 
linguistic modules . lt a.lso handles most of the user commands. These commands are all described in file 
spraakmaker _1 .doe. 

There are several reasons for having a separate module for reading in commands. Firstly, there is a 
historica! reason: a similar command processor has been used in other systems. Owing to its restricted 
functionality, it could be ea.sily transferred to an interactive system such a.s Spraakmaker. Secondly, a 
clear division between reading in a command and carrying it out contributes to the 1ystem'1 modularity: 
modules cpp and commands each have their own clearly understandable functiona.lity, and each of them 
can be tested or a.ltered individually. 

S.2 .2 DeJcription of the interfaceJ to the linguiJtic moduleJ 

Modules text...scan, morpa, pros, graphon, stress, and speech function as interfaces to the corresponding 
capitalized modules, and carry out any initializations that have to be carried out for these modules. They 
receive data from module commands, pass these data on to the corresponding linguistic module, get new 
data back , and return these to module commands. Since PROS, GRAPHON, STRESS, and SPEECH 
have been written in Pascal, their corresponding interface modules a.lso perfonn conversions from Pascal 
to Prolog, and vice versa . 

These separate interface modules are used to ensure strict division of functionalities, and a.lso to avoid 
overburdening of module commands. 
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4 Module CPP 

~ .1 Introduction 

This module defines an interactive command processor . lt offers a standard user environment in which 
the user is prompted for conunands. Each command name corresponds with a predicate to be called. 

The user of this module may define any number of commands. For each command a predicate must 
be specified, as well as a help text which gives a short explanation of the command. 

The cpp module offers the following features: 

• command names can be abbreviated to the smallest unambiguous string; 
• an error message is given if a typed command is not defined; 
• for each command arguments can be specified, separated by blanks; arguments containing one or 

more blanks must be surrounded by quotes (' . .'). 

The cpp module contains pre-defined predicates, which the user can use in his command definitions. 
These predicates are: 

• cpp...help : displays help information; 
• cpp-prompt : changes current prompt symbol; 
• cpp_declare : declares a new command; 
• cpp_exit : exits the cpp environment. 

At the start of an interactive session, '>' will be the default prompt which shows that the user is in 
command mode. The user may change this prompt into one of his own choice. A space will always be 
automatically appended to the prompt. 

Each new command has to be defined through the 'deciare' predicate: 

cpp_declare(Command_name, Predicate, Help_text) . 

Command...name may be any sequence of characters. Predicate must be an atom. Help_text is a list of 
atoms . (See Appendix D in file main .pi for definitions of 'atom' and 'list'). Command...name is the name 
of the command, as it must be typed by the user. Predicate is the name of the predicate to be called. 
This can be a user- defined predicate or any of the above mentioned pre-defined predicates. Help_text 
contains the information to be shown on the screen if a user needs help. Formatting (through the Quintus 
Prolog predicate format/2) of Help_text is permitted. 

Examples of declarations are: 

cpp_declare([help, cpp_help, 
['help ■hows this overview', 

'help Comm1,Comm2,. .. ■hows information on specified commands']]). 
cpp_declare([prompt, cpp_prompt, 

['prompt Prompt defines a prompt Prompt']]). 

In an interactive session, a command name may be shortened as long as this does not lead to ambiguity. 
Thus the user may ask for help by just typing 'h'. If a command name is ambiguous, the user will be 
asked to enter an unambiguous command. Control and escape keys should not be used when entering a 
command. 

User-defined predicates are called with as argument a list of arguments. Argument checking is done 
by these predicates themselves. No backtracking takes place after calling a user-defined predicate. No 
special action is taken to see if a user-defined predicate already exists . 

Syntax of a user command: 

USER_COMMAND: := COMMAND_NAME lRGS_LIST I COMMAND_NAME. 
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lRGS_LIST 
lRGUMENTS 
ARGUMENT 

: := 
: := 
.. -

ARGUMENTS ARGS_LIST 
ARGUMENT, ARGUMENTS 
ARG I 'ARG'. 

ARGUMENTS. 
ARGUMENT. 

COMMAND_NAME and ARG are not further specified - these are fully described in Appendix C 
(file spraakmaker_l.doc) . Arguments separated by commas are collected in a list . 

4,2 Ezported datatypes 

Syntax: 

COMMAND NAMES : := List of COMMAND_NAMEs. 
COMMAND_IUME : := ltom. 
PROMPT : := <any aequence of Chara>. 
PREDICATE : := Atom. 
TEIT : := List of ltoms. 
EMPTY_LIST .. - []. 

Char, Atom and List are Prolog-defined . Their definitions can be found in Appendix D (file 
spraakmaker_l.doc) . 

Semantics: 

COMMAND_NAME 
PROMPT 

The name of a command. 
The prompt which notifiea that the command processor ia 
waiting for input. 

PREDICATE 

TEXT 
EMPTY_LIST 

The predicate which ia called as a reault of the command 
given. 
Short explanation of the function of a command. 
The Prolog representation of an empty list. 

cpp 

4, S Callable predicates 

Activates the command processor. A prompt is shown to denote that cpp is waiting for input. After 
carrying out the comruand, cpp returns back to the waiting state, unless the user explicitly says to 
exit. 

Succeeds always . 
Deterministic. 

cpp...help ( +Arguments) 
Arguments: COMMAND-.NAMES. 

For each command in Arguments help information is displayed on the screen: the name of the 
command on the left, and a short explanation of it on the right. The commands are given in the 
order in which they have been declared. 

If Arguments is empty, help information of all commands is displayed . If a command is ambiguous, 
all corresponding help information is shown . Fails if one of the commands cannot be processed. An 
appropriate error message will be shown . 

Deterministic. 

cpp_prompt ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with one element, P. 
P: PROMPT. 
Set prompt to P. 
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Fails if P is a.n empty list or if the List contains more than one element. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

cpp...declare ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with elements Command, Predicate, a.nd Help_text . 
Command: COMMAND_NAME. 
Predicate: PREDICATE. 
Help_text: TEXT. 

Deciare the definition of a. Coruruand which ruay be given by user . Predica.te denotes the predicate 
to be ca.lled when receiving this Command. Help_text contains the text string to be displayed by 
the menu ( cpp_help). Fails if a.ny of the arguments does not cornply with the required syntax. Eise 
succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

cpp..exit ( +Empty_list) 
Empty Jist: EMPTY _LIST. 
Exit the cpp environment. Any other arguments than EmptyJist will be ignored. 

Succeeds a.lways. 
Deterministic. 
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5 Module Commands 

5.1 Introduction 

This module defines a set of predicates, which together with those in the cpp module constitute an 
adequate user-interface. The module can retrieve data from and store data into the delta database, and 
can call modules text..scan, morpa, pros, graphon, stress, and speech. 

It can also show and manipulate (parts of) the contents of the delta. 

5.2 De.scription of public predicates 

Predicates for execution of Spraakmaker (with 'current module' denoting the latest module called): 

comm_do_all: 

comm_1tep_by_1tep: 
comm_text_1can: 

comm_morpa: 

comm_pros: 

comm_graphon: 

comm_1tress: 

comm_speech: 

call• all of the modules text_1can, morpa, pro■, 
graphon, ■trees, and 1peech (in thi1 order) 
call• the module after the current module 
calls text_scan, which returns the grapheme 
and word structure of a 1entence 
calls morpa, which returns a vord's class 
and its morpheme 1tructure; module commands 
1tores this information into the delta 
calls pros, which returns prosodie information; 
module commands stores this information into 
the delta 
call• graphon, which returns the phonemes 
corresponding toa word'• graphemes; module 
commands 1tores thi1 information into the 
delta 
call■ stress, which returns information on 
stress within a word; module commands stores 
this information into the delta 
calls speech, which returns nothing 

lf a module is called, it becomes the current module. Should a module be specified which does not 
come af ter the current module (in the order specified above), then part of the already obtained results 
will be undone first . Should a module be specified whose turn it not yet is, then the intermediate modules 
will be called as well. 

Predicates for showing parts of the delta database: 

comm_show_defined_attributes: 1hows all the attributes defined fora 

comm_show_data: 
comm_toggle_show_sync: 
comm_get_sm: 

particular stream 
1hows stream data 
changes the way sync markers are to be shown 
gets a specific sync marker 

Predicates for changing parts of the delta database: 

comm_change_datum: 
comm_change_token: 
comm_couple: 
comm_decouple: 

changes the value of an attribute 
changes the values of one or more tokens 
makes sync markers equal 
makes sync markers unequal 
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5.9 Ezported datatype" 

Syntax: 

EMPTY_LIST : := [] . 
FILE : := !tom. 
STRE.AMS .. - List of STREAMs. 
STREAM . ·= Atom . 
SUBSTREAMS : := List of SUBSTREAMs. 
SUBSTREAM : := STREAM:ATTRIBUTE. 
.lTTRIBUTE : := Atom. 
SYNC_MARKER : := Ji'atural_number. 
POS . . - Natural_number . 
CONSTANTS : := List of Constants. 
LEFTRIGHT : := left 1 right. 
TOKEN VALS : := List of TOKEN_VALs. 
TOKEN_VAL .. - List of VALUEs. 
VALUE . . - Constant . 

The definitions of Atom, NaturaL.number, Constant, and List can be found in Appendix D 
(file spraakmaker_l.doc). 

Semantics: 

EMPTY_LIST If user gives a command without arguments, the argument toa 
public predicate in this module becomes the empty list (see 
module cpp) . 

FILE The name of a file. 
STREAM 
SUBSTREAM 
ATTRIBUTE 
SYNC_MARKER 
POS 

LEFTRIGHT 
TOKEN_VAL 
VALUE 

The identifier of a stream, as defined for the delta database. 
The identifier of a substream. 
The identifier of an attribute. 
Serves as a separator betveen data in the delta. 
Specifies the position of a sync marker as shovn on the screen, 
counting from the leftmost or rightmost aync marker ahovn. 
Specifies the direction in which to proceed. 
The values of the attributes of a token. 
The value of an attribute. 

5.4 Callable predicate" 

For all of the predicates below: in case of a failure, an appropriate error message is given, and nothing 
else is done. 

comm_do...all ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY _LIST. 

Process text input and deliver speech output . Respectively text....scan, morpa, pros, graphon, stress , 
and speech will be called . If there is a current module , then the already obtained results are undone 
first. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

comm....step__by....step ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY_LJST. 

If there is no current module, then text....scan will be called and becomes the current module. Eise if 
speech is the current module, speech will be called again. Eise the module after the current module 
is called and becomes the current module. 
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Succeeds always. 
Detenninistic. 

comm_text...scan ( +Arg) 
Arg is an EmptyJist, or a List with one element, File. 
EmptyJist : EMPTY_LJST. 
File: FILE. 

Clear the delta and have module text....scan analyse text input. In case of an EmptyJist, text input 
is expected from keyboard , else from the specified File. Fails if the given File ca.nnot be accessed . 
Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

comm...morpa ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY-LIST. 

If there is no current module, text....scan and morpa are called. Eise if text....scan is the current 
module, morpa is called. Eise morpa will only be called after the results of previous calls have been 
undone up to the point where morpa is to be called . 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

comm_pros ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY _LIST. 

If there is no current module, text..scan, morpa and pros are called. Eise if the current module is 
text....scan, morpa and pros are called. Eise if the current module is morpa, pros is called. Eise pros 
will only be called after the results of previous calls have been undone up to the point where pros 
is to be called. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

comm...graphon ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY _LIST. 

If there is no current module, modules text...scan up to graphon are called. Eise if the current 
module is text....scan, morpa, or pros , then the modules up to graphon are called. Eise graphon will 
only be called after the results of previous calls have been undone up to the point where graphon 
is to be called. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

comm...stress ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY _LJST. 

If there is no current module , modules text..scan up to stress are called . Eise if the current module 
is text..scan , morpa, pros, or graphon, then the modules up to graphon are called. Eise stress will 
only be called after the results of previous calls have been undone up to the point where stress is 
to be called. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

comm....speech ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY-LIST. 

If there is no current module , or if the current module is any other than speech, then the modules 
up to speech are called . Eise module speech will simply be called for obtaining speech output. 

Succeeds always. 
Detenninistic. 
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commJhow _defined..attributes ( +A rg) : 
Arg is either an EmptyJist, or a List with one element, Streams. 
EmptyJist: EMPTY_LIST. 
Streams: STREAMS. 

If Arg is an Empty Jist, all defined attributes are shown . Eise the attributes defined for the specified 
Streams only are shown. If a specified Stream does not e:rist, an error message is shown. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

commJhow_data ( +Arg) 
Arg is an EmptyJist, or 

a List with elements Le and Ri, or 
a List with elements Le, Streams and Ri, or 
a List with elements Le, Substreams and Ri . 

EmptyJist: EMPTY-LIST. 
Streams: STREAMS. 
Substreams: SUBSTREAMS. 
Le, Ri : SYNC..MARKER. 

If Substreams is present: Show contents of specified substreams between Le and Ri. Eise if Streams 
is present: Show contents of specified streams between Le and Ri. Eise: Show all tokens between 
Le and Ri. 

If Le and Ri are missing, all between leftmost and rightmost sync marker is shown. 

The contents of the delta are shown in wraparound fashion, i.e. data are continued on the next 
screen line if the screen width is insufficient . Identical sync markers will be in the sa.me column, 
unidentical ones will be in different columns . Sync markers will be shown either implicitly (by '-'), 
or explicitly (by giving their internal values) . This depends on a certain setting, which may be 
changed by the user (see comm_toggle...show...sync/1) . 

Fails if the syntax of one of the arguments is incorrect , or if one of the Streams/Substreams does 
not exist , or if Le or Ri does not occur in one of the specified Streams/Su bstreams, or if Le is not 
left of Ri, or if only one sync marker is specified . Eise succeeds. 

Detenninistic. 

comm_toggle..show....sync ( +Arg) 
Arg: EMPTY _LIST. 

Changes the setting for specifying whether sync markers are to be shown implicitly or explicitly. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic . 

comm_get....sm ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with elements Stream, Left..right, and N. 
Stream: STREAM . 
Left..right: LEFTRIGHT. 
N: POS. 

Show the sync marker in Stream at Nth position from the sync marker at the utmost Left..right on 
the screen . Fails if not all the arguments are specified, or if their syntax is incorrect, or if Stream 
does not exist, or if the leftmost or rightmost sync marker is transgressed . Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

comm_change_datum ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with elements Substream, LefLright, S, and New_vaJ. 
Substream: SUBSTREAM. 
S: SYNC_MARKER. 
New_val: VALUE. 
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Replace datum immediately to the Left..right of S in Substream by New_val. Fails if Substream, 
Left..right, or S is not given, or if their syntax is incorrect, or if Substream does not exist, or if S is 
not in Substream, or if the leftmost or rightmost sync marker is transgressed. Else succeeds. 

Detenninistic. 

comm_change_token ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with elements Stream, Le, Ri, and Token_vals. 
Stream: STREAM. 
Le, Ri: SYNC_MARKER. 
Token_vals: TOKEN_VALS. 

Replace old contents between Le and Ri in Stream by the values specified in Token_vals. Internal 
synchronization of the stream is maintained. Fails if Stream, Le, or Ri is not given or does not 
exist, or if they clash with the delta structure, or if the syntax of one of the arguments is incorrect. 
Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

comm_couple ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with elements Sml and Sm2. 
Sml, Sm2: SYNC_MARKER. 

Make sync markers Sml and Sm2 equal. Fails if not both Sml and Sm2 are specified, or if either 
of them does not exist or is syntactically incorrect, or if either of the two is in the left context of 
the other. Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

comm_decouple ( +Arg) 
Arg is a List with one element, S, or with two elements, S and Streams. 
S: SYNC_MARKER. 
Streams: STREAMS. 

Change the sync marker S occurring in the specified Streams into a unique one (within the whole 
delta). If Streams is not given, sync marker S gets a new identification in all atreams. Fails if S 
ia not given, or if either of the arguments is syntactically incorrect. Else aucceeds. (If S does not 
occur in one of the Streams, or if one of the Streams does not exist, this will simply be reported.) 

Deterministic. 
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6 Module Delta 

6.1 Introduction 

In the description of this module, the term 'delta' is used in three ways: either the module of this name is 
meant , in which case it is denoted by 'module delta'; or the general delta database structure and inherent 
functions are meant, in which case it is denoted by 'delta' (not preceded by an article) or by 'the delta 
database'; or the instantiation of such a database structure is meant, in which case this is denoted by 
'delta' preceded by an article. 

6.1.1 Origin of delta 

The structure and usage of the delta database are primarily based on the ideas of Susan Hertz (see Hertz, 
1985). For more information see also (van Leeuwen, 88) . 

6.1 .2 Deuription of delta 

This module is used for building and manipulating the delta database. Data can be read from the 
database and stored into it. Data can be deleted or altered. A datum can be anything, from a single 
character or number up to a complex tree-like structure. 

The abstraction this module supports is that of a finite set of STREAMs, each of which is identified by 
a unique name. For each stream one or more ATTRIBUTEs are defined, the names of which are unique 
within that stream. The user is completely free to define the set of streams and attributes. Defining is 
done dynamically at run-time. This means that old definitions can be deleted and new ones added at 
any time, during run-time. 

Horizontally, a stream is a sequence of TOKENs separated by so-called SYNC MARKs. A token is a 
record, containing one or more fields. Each field corresponds to an attribute and contains the attribute's 
value. Generally, the first field codes the identity of the tokens. For instance, in a phoneme stream it 
could code the names of the phonemes: A, AA , B, etc. The other attributes of a token are generally used 
to code a specific characteristic of the token . For instance, such a phoneme stream could have a stress 
attribute which indicates whether or not word stress is associated with a certain phoneme. 

Vertically, a stream consists of one or more SUBSTREAMs, each of which corresponds to one of 
the attributes defined for the stream. Each substream can be identified by a unique name, which is 
a combination of the names of the stream and the attribute. A substream is a list of attribute values, 
separated by the sync marks of the stream the substream belongs to. For instance, substream phon:stress 
might consist of the succession of entries none/primary / secondary /unspecified, slashes (' /') representing 
the sync marks of the stream. 

lnitially, when no streams have yet been defined, a delta consists of a leftmost and rightmost sync 
mark only, with nothing in between - we say that the delta is 'empty' . As soon as a stream has been 
defined, it consists of these boundary sync marks , with nothing in between - we say that the stream is 
'empty', or that it contains an 'empty token' . A token attribute which has no value is considered to be 
an attribute with value 'unspecified'. 

A sync mark serves both to separate data in the same stream from each other and to synchronize 
data in one stream with data in other streams. Two chunks of data are synchronized, if both the sync 
marks on the left sides and the sync marks on the right sides are identical. 

It is important to note that sync marks only serve to synchronize streams, not substreams, with each 
other. Synchronization within a stream is automatical and cannot be tampered with. 

Ezample 1: Suppose, the stream 'word' has attributes 'type ' , 'class', and 'accent'. If the word 'dog' has 
attribute values 'lex ', ' noun', and '+', respectively, then the corresponding token can be represented 
by these values and two sync marks to the left and right . This token is synchronised with the word's 
graphemes ('d', 'o' , and 'g') in stream 'graph'. Schematically, with (fictitious) sync marks in between 
square brackets: 
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vord:type [SM1] 
vord:class [SM1] 
vord:accent [SM1] 

lex 
DOWl 

+ 

[SM2] 
[SM2] 
[SM2] 

graph:gra [SM1] 'd' [SM3] 1
0 1 [SM4] 'g' [SM2] 

Streams 'word' and 'graph' are synchronized at the positions of sync marlts SMl and SM2. 

Changing the contents of the delta is only allowed if the delta remains consistent. The delta predicates 
have been chosen in such a way that it is in1possible for a user of this module to create inconsistency. 
Any attribute value of a token may be altered, but replacing a single value by two or more values is not 
possible. 

Ezample 2: 

vord:type [SM1] 
vord:class [SM1] 

lex 
adj 

[SM2] 
[SM2] 

lex 
DOWl 

[SM3] 
[SM3] 

The value 'noun' may be replaced by 'proper..noun', but not by 'adj' and 'noun', as this would 
result in a stream which is not internally synchronized any more. 

Sync marlcs may be coupled (i .e . made equal) as long as no circularity occurs. The most trivial case 
of a circular binding occurs if a sync mark is coupled with a different one in the same stream. Thus, in 
example 3 coupling of SMl and SM2 is not allowed. 

Ezample S: 

stream:attr1 
stream:attr2 

[SM1] 
[SM1] 

[SM2] 
[SM2] 

We say that SMl is in the left context of SM2, and, vice versa, SM2 is in the right context of SMl. 

Far more complex cases of circular bindings are possible. In example 4 SMS is not in the left or right 
context of SM4, and therefore SMS may be coupled with SM4 or, alternatively, with SM6, but coupling 
of SM2 and SM6 is not allowed (again because SM2 is - indirectly - in the left context of SM6 and, 
vice versa, SM6 is in the right context of SM2) . 

Ezample ,4 : 

stream1:attr1 [SM1] [SM2] 

stream2:attr2 [SM1] 

stream3:attr3 [SM1] 

6.1.S Logica/ view of sync marks 

[SM3] 

[SM3] 

[SMS] 

[SM4] 

[SM4] [SM6] 

[SM7] 

[SM7] 

[SM7] 

The set S of sync marks with the relation 'is in left/right context of' is a complete lattice. What is meant 
by this, is explained below (cf. Lloyd, 1984, pp.24-2S). 

A lattice is a special case of a partial order. We shall first define what is meant by a partial order. 

Definition: A relation R on a set S is a partial order if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) :i:Rx, for all x E S. 
(b) :i:Ry and yRx imply x = y, for all x, y ES. 
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(c) :z:Ry and yRz imply :i:Rz, for all z, y, z ES. 

The standard notation to dcnotc a partial order is $ - Thus wc have (a) :t $ z, (b) :t $ y and y $ :t 

imply :t = y, and (c) z $ y and y $ z imply :t $ z, for all z, y, z ES. 

In the case of delta, the partial order rclation is translated as "is in the left context of." Thus a $ b 
can be read as "ais in the left context of b." All sync marks (including the rightmost sync mark) are 
in the left context of the rightmost sync mark. Similarly, all sync marks are in the right context of the 
lcftmost sync mark. We can notate this right context relation as •~ '. 

Next we define the notion of upper and lower bounds: 

Definition: Let S be a set with partial order $ - Then a E S is an upper bound of a subset X of S if 
z $ a, for all z EX. Similarly, b ES is a lower bound of X if b $ z , for all :t E X. 

Definition: Let S be a set with partial order $ . Then a E S is the least upper bound of a subset X of 
S if a is an upper bound of X and , for all upper bounds a' of X, we have a $ a' . Similarly, b E S is the 
grcatcst lower bound of a C X of S if b is a lower bound of X and, for all lower bounds b' of X, we have 
b' $ b. 

The least upper bound of X is unique , if it exists, and is denoted by lub(X). Sinularly, the greatest 
lower bound of X is unique , if it exists, and is denoted by glb(X) . 

In the case of the set Sof all sync marks, lub(S) is the rightmost sync mark and glb(S) is the leftmost 
sync mark . 

Definition: A partially ordered set Sis a complete lattice if lub(X) and glb(X) cxist, for every subset 
X of S. 

Every subset of sync marks has a lowest upper bound (this is either the rightmost sync mark or a 
sync mark in the rightmost sync mark's left context) . Sinularly, every subset of syncmarks has a greatest 
lower bound. Therefore the set S of sync marks with relation R "is in the left context of" is a complete 
lattice. 

6.1.4 D escription of the public predicates 

Predicates which are used for dcfining things: 

dt_define_atream : definea a new atream 
dt_define_attribute: definea a new attribute 
dt_undefine_atream: undoea the ■tream definition 
dt_undefine_attribute: undoea the attribute definition 

Predicates which can be used both for checking and for retrieving: 

dt_atream: 

dt_attribute: 

dt_leftmoat_am: 

dt_rightmost_am: 

ia a given atream defined? 
or: give a atream 
ia a given attribute defined? 
or: give an attribute 
ia a given aync mark the leftmost aync mark? 
or: give the leftmost aync mark 
ia a given sync mark the rightmost aync mark? 
or: give the rightmost aync mark 

Predicates which are used for retrieving data and sync marks: 

dt_get_datum: 
dt_get_am : 

retrieves a particular datum 
retrievea a particular aync mark 

Predicatcs for altering the contents of the database: 
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dt_change_datwn: 
dt_inaert_token: 
dt_delete_token: 
dt_couple: 

dt_decouple: 

changes the value of an attribute 
inaerta a token in a atream 
delete• a token from a atream 
makes aync marks equal, thereby aynchronizing 
certain data 
makes identical sync marks in different streams 
unequal, thereby desynchronizing certain data 

Predicates which can only be used as queries: 

dt_context: 

Syntax: 

STREAM : : = 
STREAM : := 
SUBSTREAM : := 
.lTTRIBUTE . . -
SYNC MARK : := 

LEFT_RIGHT : := 

VALUE : := 

CONTEXT : := 

is a sync mark in the left or right context of 
another? 

6.2 Ezported data type& 

List of STREAMs . 
.ltom. 
STREAM:ATTRIBUTE. 
.ltom . 
Natural_nwnber. 
left 1 right . 
List of Constant . 
left 1 right 1 same 1 none. 

The definitions of the terms Atom, Constant, NaturaLnumber, and List can be found in 
Appendix D (file spraakmaker_l.doc). 

Semantics: 

STREAM 
SUBSTREAM 
.lTTRIBUTE 
SYNC_MARK 
LEFT_RIGHT 
V.lLUE 

CONTEXT 

The identifier of a stream. 
The identifier of a aubstream. 
The identifier of an attribute . 
Uaed in delta as a aeparator betveen data. 
Specifies the direction in vhich to proceed. 
List atructure containing the value of an attribute . .ln 
empty list represents an unspecified value. 
Specifies vhether a sync mark is in the left or right 
context of another, or vhether there is no context relation. 

6.3 Callable predicates 

dLdefine...stream ( +Stream) : 
Stream: STREAM. 

Define a stream with name Stream. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

dt..define...attribute ( +Stream, +Attribute) 
Stream: STREAM. 
Attribute: ATTRIBUTE. 

Define an Attribute for the specified Stream. If Stream does not erist, an error message is printed . 
Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 
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dLundefine..atream ( +Stream) : 
Stream: STREAM. 

Undo the definition of the specified Stream. If Stream does not exist, an error message is printed. 
Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dLundefine..attribute ( +Substream) 
Substream: SUBSTREAM. 

Undo the definition of the specified Substream. If Substream does not exist, an error message is 
printed. Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dt..atream ( ?Stream) 
Stream: STREAM. 

If Stream is bound, a check is made whether Stream belongs to the set of defined streams. Fails if 
Stream is not a stream. Eise succeeds. Deterministic . 

If Stream is not bound, the name of an existing stream is returned. Fails if no (more) streams exist. 
Else succeeds. N on-deterministic. 

dt..attribute ( ?Substream) : 
Substream: SUBSTREAM . 

If Substream is bound, a check is made whether it exists. Fails if Substream is not a substream. 
Else succeeds. Deterministic. 

If Substream is not bound, the name of an existing substream is returned. Fails if no (more) 
substreams exist. Else succeeds . Non-deterministic . 

dt..leftmost..am ( ?Sm) : 
Sm: SYNC-.MARK. 

If Sm is bound: check whether it is the leftmost sync mark. Fails if Sm is not the leftmost sync 
mark. Else succeeds. 

If Sm is unbound : get the leftmost..syncmark from the delta. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

dt..rightmost..sm ( ?Sm) 
Sm: SYNC-.MARK. 

If Sm is bound: check whether it is the rightmost sync mark. Fails if Sm is not the rightmost sync 
mark. Else succeeds. 

If Sm is unbound: get the rightmost..syncmark from the delta. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

dt ...geLdatum ( +Substream, +LefLright, +S, - Value) 
Substream: SUBSTREAM. 
Left..right: LEFTRIGHT. 
S: SYNC_MARK. 
Value: VALUE. 

Get the attribute Value in Substream immediately to the Left..right of S. Fails (with error message) 
if an input argument 's syntax is incorrect, or if the leftmost or rightmost sync mark is transgressed, 
or if S is not in Substream. Else succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dt...get..sm ( +Substream, +LefLright, +S1, -S2) 
Substream: SUBSTREAM. 
Left..right : LEFTRIGHT. 
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Sl, S2: SYNC..MARK. 

Get S2 to the Left..right of Sl in Substream. Fails (with error message) if Substream or Sl does 
not exist, or if Sl does not occur in Substream. Fails (without error message) if the leftmost or 
rightmost sync mark is transgressed. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dLchange_datum ( +Sub&tream, +LefLright, +Sm, +New_val) 
Substream: SUBSTREAM . 
Left....right: LEFTRIGHT. 
Sm: SYNC..MARK. 
New_val: VALUE. 

Replace the datum in Substream to the Left....right of Sm by New_val. Fails (with error message) if 
one of the arguments is syntactically incorrect, or if Substream does not exist, or if Sm does not 
occur in Substream, or if the leftmost or rightmost sync mark is transgreHed. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dt..insert..token ( +Stream, +LefLright, +Sm) 
Stream: STREAM . 
Left....right : LEFTRIGHT. 
Sm: SYNC..MARK. 

Insert a token (the attribute values of which are unspecified) in Stream to the Left....right of Sm. 
Fails ( with error message) if one of the arguments is syntactically in- correct, or if Stream does not 
e:xist, or if Sm does not occur in Stream, or if the leftmost or rightmost sync mark is transgressed . 
Eise succeeds. 

Detenuinistic. 

dLdelete..token ( +Stream, +LefLright, +Sm) 
Stream: STREAM. 
Left....right : LEFTRIGHT. 
Sm: SYNC_MARK. 

Delete the token in Stream to the LefLright of Sm (and delete Sm as well) . Fails (with error 
message) if one of the arguments is syntactically in- correct, or if Stream does not exist, or if Sm 
does not occur in Stream, or if Sm is the leftmost or rightmost sync mark. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dt...couple ( +SmJ , +Sm2) 
Sml, Sm2: SYNC..MARK. 

Make Sml and Sm2 equal. Fails (with error message) if either of them does not exist or is syntac
tically incorrect , or if one is in the left context of the other. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 

dLdecouple ( +S, +Streams) 
S: SYNC_MARK. 
Streams: STREAMS. 

Undo the synchronization at S between the specified Streams and all other stream data. Fails (with 
error message) if one of the arguments is syntactically incorrect, or if S or one of the Streams does 
not e:xist . Fails ( without error message) if S does not occur in one or more of the Streams. Eise 
succeeds. 

Deterministic . 

dt...context ( +Sml , +Sm!2, -Contezt) 
Sml, Sm2: SYNC..MARK. 
Context : CONTEXT. 

Detennine whether or not Sml is in the left (or right) context of Sm2. Context gets bound to left, 
right, same (if Sml equals Sm2), or none. Fails (with error message) if Sml or Sm2 does not exist. 
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Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 
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7 Module Text...$can...interface 

7.1 /ntroduction 

This module serves as the interface to module TEXT _$CAN. 

7.2 Ezported data type! 

Syntax: 

FILE : := !tom. 
UULYSIS : := [sent, WORDS]. 
WORDS : := List of WORDs. 
WORD : := [lex, LEX] 1 [s] 1 [p, P]. 

LEX .. - List of Chars. 
p : := , 1 1 ! 1 1. 

The definitions of Char, Atom and List can be found in Appendix D, in file spraak
maker_} .doe. 

Semantics: 

FILE 
.ANALYSIS 
LEX 
p 

Denotes the place from which input 1hould be read. 
The structural analysis of a sentence . 
The characters forming a lexical word. 
A punctuation mark. 

7.3 Callable predicate5 

ts...iface ( +File, -Analy!i!) : 
File: FILE. 
Analysis: ANALYSIS. 

File denotes the file to be read in. Analysis is returned by module TEXT ..SCAN. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 
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8 Module Text...scan 

8.1 /ntroduction 

This simplified text scanning module is to be replaced later on with a more sophisticated one. It has 
been construed for testing purposes only. It is built to deal with text fragments which are not larger than 
a single sentence. The syntax of text input is ignored, since the analysis is purely character-based. 

The module exports one predicate: ts/2 . This predicate reads text input from a text file or from 
keyboard, to be specified by the user . The text is analysed by TEXT _SCAN and brok.en up into smaller 
fragments . 

TEXT _SCAN maps input characters to other characters. This mapping is defined as follows : 

• Characters in the range a-z are mapped to themselves 
• Characters in the range A-Z are mapped to their corresponding representations in the range a-z 
• End-of-line characters (' . ', '!', '?') are mapped to themselves 
• Commas (', ') are mapped to commas 
• All other characters are mapped to spaces (' ') 

Everything occurring after the first end-of-line character encountered will be ignored . 

Then, consecutive spaces are compressed into a single one, and consecutive punctuation marks into a 
single one (a comma in case of only commas, else an end-of-line character) . 

TEXT _SCAN &lso ma.rks the scopes of words . All words a.re trea.ted identically. Abbrevia.tions a.re 
not recognized as such . 

Every kind of input is accepted. The first end-of-line character encountered in the input text is 
assumed to mark the end of the input . 

Syntax: 

FILE 
ANALYSIS 
WORDS 
WORD 
LEX 
p 

: := 

: := 
: := 

: := 
: := 

Atom. 
[sent, WORDS]. 
Lilt of WORD■. 

8.2 Ezported data typel 

[lex, LEX] 1 [s] 1 [p, P] . 
Lilt of Chars. 
, 1 • 1 ! 1 ? • 

The definitions of Char, Atom and List can be found in Appendix D, in file spraak
maker _l .doc. 

Semantics: 

FILE 
UIALYSIS 
LEX 
p 

Denotes trom vhere input is to be expected. 
The structural analysis of a sentence . 
The characters forming a lexical vord. 
A punctuation mark in the sentence. 

8.3 Callable predicates 

ts ( +File , -A nalysis) : 
File: FILE. 
Analysis: AN ALYSIS. 

Read in and analyse text from text file File , or from standard input if the argument equals 
'user..input '. Fails (with error message) if File cannot be accessed. Eise succeeds. 

Deterministic. 
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9 Module Morpa 

9.1 Jntroduction 

This module serves as the interface to module MORPA . 

Syntax: 

WORD 
W0RD_CLASS 
CLASS 
FEATURES 
M0RPHS 
M0RPH_DESCR 
M0RPH_STRING 
M0RPH_TYPE 

: := 
: := 

: := 

: := 
: := 
: := 

: := 

: := 

9.2 Ezported datatype8 

List of Chars. 
[CLASS, FEATURE]. 
n I v I det I adj I adv I pre I pro I conj 1 ..• 

sing I plu 1 ••• 

List of M0RPH_DESCRs. 
[M0RPH_STRING, M0RPH_TYPE]. 
.ltom. 
vp I wp I up I s 1 ... 

Char, Atom and List are Prolog-defined . Their definitions can be found in Appendix D (file 
spraakmaker_} .doe). 

Semantics: 

WORD 
W0RD_CUSS 
CLASS 
FEATURES 
M0RPH_DESCR 
M0RPH_STRING 
M0RPH_TYPE 

morpa_init : 

Initialization. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

A word of type lexical to be analysed by module MORP.l. 
The syntactic class of a word. 
The main syntactic categorization of a word . 
Further apecification of a word class. 
.l morpheme combined with its description. 
Atomie representation of a morpheme. 
Specifies the type of a morpheme. 

9.S Callable predicate8 

morpa_iface (+Word, - Cla88 , -M orph_8truc) 
Word: WORD. 
Class: WORD_CLASS. 
Morph...struc: MORPHS. 

A word's grapheme structure is passed on to MORPA, which returns morphological information . 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 
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10 Module Pros 

10.1 Introduction 

This module serves as the interface to module PROS. It initializes PROS, passes data on to PROS, 
receives data back, and passes them on. 

Syntax: 

WORD_DESCRS 
WORD_DESCR 
WORD_CLASS 
CLASS 
FEAT 
MORPHS 
MORPH 
ACC SENT 
I_DOMAIN 
PHI_DOMAINS 
PHI_DOMAIN 
1CC_WORDS 
1cc WORD 
ACCENT 
PUNCTU1TION 

10.2 Ezported datatype$ 

::= List of WORD_DESCRs. 
::= word(WORD_CL1SS, MORPHS) 1 p(PUICTU1TION). 
::= wc(CLASS, FEAT). 
: : = vb I noun I adj I adv 1 ••• 
: : = 1ing I plu 1 ... 

: := List of MORPHs. 
::= !tom. 
: := List of I_DOMAINs. 
::= i_dom(PHI_DOMAINS). 
::= List of PHI_DOMAINs. 
::= phi_dom(1CC_WORDS). 
: := List of 1CC_WORDs. 
.. - acc_word(WORD, ACCENT). 
: := + 1 -

: := 1 ; 1 : 1 • 1 ! 1 ? 1 -

Atom and List are Prolog-defined. Their definitions can be found m Appendix D (file 
spraakmaker _l .doe). 

Semantics : 

WORD_DESCR 

WORD_CLASS 
MORPH 
I_DOMUN 

PHI_DOMUN 
1CC_WORD 

PROS_TYPE 
ACCENT 
PUNCTUATION 

pros...init : 

lnitialization . 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic . 

The description of a word's classification and it1 
morphemes, or a punctuation mark. 
The main classification of a word and accompanying features. 
1 morpheme in a word. 
Specifies the phi-domains which together form an intonation 
domain. 
Specifies the words which together forma phi-domain. 
Specifies a word's pro1odic type and whether it gets 
atrea1ed. 

Denotes if a word is a function word or a content word. 
Denotes whether or nota word receives 1tress. 
The aymbols that may occur in between phrases and aentences. 

1 0.S Callable predicates 

pros...iface ( +Sent, -Acc_$ent) 
Sent: WORD..DESCRS. 
Acc..sent: LDOMS. 
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A sentence's structura.l information collected by control is passed on to pros, which in turn passes 
it on to PROS. The prosodie information returned by PROS is aga.in passed on to control by pros. 

Succeeds a.lways. 
Deterministic. 
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11 Module Graphon 

11 .1 /ntroduction 

This module serves as the interface to module GRAPHON . 

Syntax: 

WORD 
MORPH 
MORPH_TYPE 
MORPH_STRIHG 
PHON_SPEC 
GRAPH_PHONS 
GRAPH_PHON 
GRAPHEMES 
GR.APHEME 
PHONEMES 
PHONEME 

11.2 Ezported datatypel 

: := List of MORPHs. 
: := morph(MORPH_TYPE, MORPH_STRING). 
: : = vp I vp I up I s 1 ••• 
: := 1tom. 
::= GR1PH_PHONS I vp(WORD, PHONEMES). 
::= List of GR1PH_PHONs. 
::= gp(GR1PHEMES, PHONEMES). 
::= List of GR1PHEMEs. 
: := a I b I .. . I z. 
::= List of PHONEMEs. 
::= 1 1 u 1 ••• 

Atom and List are Prolog-defined. Their definitions can be found in Appendix D (file 
main.pi) . 

Semantics: 

WORD 1 word trom the input text. 
MORPH 
MORPH_TYPE 
GRAPH_PHON 
GR1PHEME 
PHONEME 

1 morpheme and its description. 
Description of a morpheme. 
Mapping of one or more graphemes to one or more phonemes . 
1 grapheme. 
Phonetic representation of a speech sound . 

graph..init : 

Initialization . 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 

graph..iface (+Word, -Phon_lpec) 
Word : WORD. 
Phon_spec: PHON _SPEC. 

11 . S Callable predicatel 

A word's grapheme and morpheme structure are passed on to GRAPHON , which returns the 
corresponding phonemes. 

Succeeds always. 
Detenninistic . 
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12 Module Stress 

12.1 Introduction 

This module serves as the interface to module STRESS. 

Syntax: 

MORPHS 
MORPH 
MORPH_TYPE 
MORPH_STRING 
STRESSED_PBONEMES 
STRESSED_PBONEME 
STRESS 
PBONEME 

: := 
: := 

: := 

: := 
: := 

: := 

12.2 Ezported dadatype8 

List of MORPHs. 
morph(MORPH_TYPE, MORPH_STRING). 
vp I vp I Up 1 8 1 UB 1 ••• 
!tom. 
Liat of STRESSED_PBONEMEs. 
ap(PBONEME, STRESS). 
primary I aecondary I none. 
1 1 u 1 ••• 

Atom and List are Prolog-defined. Their definitions can be found in Appendix D (file 
spraakmaker_} .doe). 

Semantics: 

MORPB 
MORPH_TYPE 
MORPH_STRING 
STRESSED_PBONEME 
STRESS 

atreu..init : 

Initialization. 

Succeeds always. 
Determ.inistic. 

1 morpheme and ita description. 
Deacription of a morpheme. 
1 morpheme. 
1 phoneme and its atress apecification. 
Description of the kind of atreas a phoneme gets. 

12.3 Callable predicate8 

atreu..iface ( +Morph8, -Streued_phoneme8) 
Morphs: MORPHS. 
Stressed _phonemes: STRESSED-PHONEMES. 

A word 's structural information is received and passed on to STRESS, which returns information 
concerning stress. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 
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13 Module Speech 

19.1 Introduction 

This module serves as the interface to module SPEECH . lt initializes the set of diphones to be used, and 
the global variables used in SPEECH . It passes the required speech input to module SPEECH . 

Syntax: 

SPEECH_INPUT 
SPEECH_TERM 
SPEECH_ELEMENT 
PHONEME 
SYMBOL 
PUNCTUATION 
BOUNDARY 
WORD_INITUL 
PHRASE B 
MORPH_B 
ACCENT 
STRESS 
PRIMARY 
SECONDARY 
EMPHATIC 
RR_PHONS 

19.2 Ezported datatypes 

::= Liat of SPEECH_TERMa. 
::= Liat of SPEECH_ELEMENT. 
::= PHONEME I SYMBOL. 
: := "SI" 1 "GS" 1 11 1 11 1 "1A" 1 ••• 

::= PUNCTU1TION I BOUNDARY I ACCENT I STRESS. 
: := , 1 • 1 ? 1 ! . 
::= WORD_IBITIAL I PHRASE_B I MORPH_B. 
: := \. 

: := 1. 
: := +. 
: := J 

PRIMARY I SECONDARY I EMPHATIC. 

: := 
: := 
: : = Integer. 

The definition of List and Integer can be found in Appendix D, in file spraakmaker_l.doc. 

Semantics: 

SPEECH_INPUT 

SPEECH_ELEMENT 
PHONEME 
SYMBOL 
PUNCTUATION 
BOUNDARY 

ACCENT 
STRESS 

BR_PHONS 

speech...init : 

Phonetic repreaentation of a piece of text in 
combination with aome important apeech parameter•. 
Phonetic particle or apeech parameter. 
Phonetic repreaentation of a apeech aound. 
Speech parameter. 
Punctuation in a aentence. 
Precedes a word('\'), aeparates two phrases (' 1 '), or 
separates two morphemes ('+'). 
Specifies the position of the sentence accent. 
Information on the kind of stress a phoneme gets within 
a word, primary ('•') secondary ('_'), or emphatic 
( 1 • l) • 

The total number of phonemes in the input to speech. 

13. 3 Callable predicates 

Initialization of diphone set and global variables in SPEECH. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 
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speech..iface ( +Speech-input, +Nr _phon&) : 
Speech.input: SPEECH_INPUT. 
Nr_phons: NR-PHONS. 

All data needed for speech generation are received and passed on to module SPEECH. 

Succeeds always. 
Deterministic. 
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